
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
THE DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF FOR PERSONNEL

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20310-0300

DAPE-ZA 17 March 1995

IVIEMORANDUM FOR CHIEF OF STAFF,AHW/
26/5

SUBJECT: Campaign Plan for FY 95/96 Force Structure Changes

1. Our Personnel Community recently completed a campaign plan to
implement the force reduction for 1995 and 1996. BG Tim Maude
led the e‘ort in coordination with the Army Sta‘, MACOMs and
affected installations.

2. The campaign plan incorporates feedback from briengs to
FORSCOM, USARPAC and the appropriate division/brigade
commanders and staffs.

3. The Personnel Community is conducting preliminary planning for
BRAC 95, ready to begin nalizing a campaign plan with the BRAC
95 announcement.

Very Resp ctilly,W
Attachment THEODORE G. STROUP, Jr.

LTG, GS
Deputy Chief of Staff

for Personnel



Campaign Plan
FY 95/96 Force Structure Changes

Tab 1 -PERSCOM Implementation Order

Tab 2 -Unit Inactivations

Tab 3 -Unit Moves

Tab 4 -Discretionary Unit Inactivation Concept

Tab 5 -Unit Move Execution Concept

Tab 6 -Personnel Management Tools: Waiver Approval Authority Matrix

Tab 7 -PERSCOM Memorandum of Instruction

Tab 8 -Memorandum of Instruction for Inactivation of the 194th Armored Brigade

Tab 9 -Memorandum of Instruction for Inactivation of25th Infantry Division Units

TablO -PERSCOM Visit Milestones

Tabll - Key Stationing/Restructuring Actions FY 95-97

Tab12 - 194th AR BDE Inactivation Activities
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CAMPAIGN PLAN
_

FY 95 96 FORCE STRUCTURE CHANGES
1. SITUATION.

a. General.
(1) The Army announced on 8 December 1994 its plan to reduce active component
structure from 12 to 1O divisions.
(2) To be implemented over the next two years, the plan stabilizes the force at an
active total end-strength of 495,000 as the Army prepares to transform into the
future -- FORCE XXI.
(3) The plan calls for inactivating two Continental U.S. Armies (CONUSAs), three
combat brigades, and two division headquarters with their divisional troop units. lt
also moves two air defense brigades and an armored cavalry regiment to new
locations. (Annexes A & B)

b. Assumptions.
(1) All units will meet National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requirements. No
units will report C-5 for USR until NEPA requirements are met.
(2) Major training events cease or will not impact on inactivating or moving units.
(3) Units inactivate or move by EDATE/MDATE.
(4) Standard unit inactivation/move milestones will be heavily compressed due to
short decision cycle. (Annexes C & D)
(5) Force structure changes will be expeditiously incorporated into the Personnel
Management Authorization Documentation/Updated Authorization Document.
(6) Personnel ow in/out of units will be frozen at E-6/M-6.
(7) Main and rear parties will move on unit movement orders.

2. MISSION.

a. Ensure soldiers and their families are cared for by accomplishing the following:
(1) Minimize turbulence.
(2) Consider professional development and preferences in reassignments.
(3) Honor reenlistment contracts.
(4) Family programs remain in effect:

(a) Exceptional Family Member Program.
(b) Married Army Couples Program.
(c) Honor Compassionate Reassignments.

b. Provide commanders with control of the release of their soldiers so they are able to
accomplish their inactivation mission.

‘—-
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CAMPAIGN PLAN FY 95/96 FORCE STRUCTURE CHANGES (COND

c. Protect the personnel readiness of moving units throughoui the move period.

d. Limit PCS costs.

3. CONCEPT. Ensure that personnel distribution plans support needs of the Army and
inactivating/moving unit's requirements.

a Commander’s Intent.

(1) Fully support eld commanders’ mission to inactivate/move their units.
(2) Take care of soldiers and their families.
(3) Support EFMP, MACR and Compassionate requirements to maximum extent
possible.
(4) Coordinate inbound and outbound assignments with installation.
(5) Redistribute excess assets upon release by the installation as necessary to
meet Army requirements; rapidly bring the installation's strength in line with
EDTM/ODR
(6) One plan - PERSCOM coordinated Memoranda of Instruction (MOls).

b. Planning Guidance.
(1) Consider soldiers' and families' concerns.
(2) Wsit commanders - close coordination with MACOMnstallation.
(3) Fence inactivating/moving units 12-14 months prior to EDATE/MDATE.
(4) Delete/divert soldiers who will be excess. Coordinate diversions with
Installation G1/AG.
(5) Renegotiate reenlistment contracts as necessary for soldiers innbound to
inactivating/moving units to facilitate strength, minimize turbulence and enhance
best interest of individual soldiers.
(6) Crosslevel soldiers on installation consistent with installation ll target for
endstate units.
(7) Release plan - commander releases; agreement between installation and
PERSCOM. Plan should be consistent with equipment tum-in.

(8) Minimize PCS waivers by releasing soldiers who are PCS eligible. (Annex E)
(9) Provide soldiers with adequate lead time to comply with assignment
instructions (goal of 120 days for enlisted soldiers).
(1 0) Commanders may defer up to 10% of inactivating units' strength for a period
not to exceed 60 days (may extend beyond EDATE) to nalize the closure.

4. SUSTAINMENT. PERSCOM must know endstate structure in order to target endstate
at installation and meet targets in remainder of the Army.

‘—
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CAMPAIGN PLAN FY 95/96 FORCE STRUCTURE CHANGES (CQNT)

5. COMMAND AND SIGNAL.

a. Within PERSCOM, EPMD has been designated the lead on retructuring actions.
The POC within EPMD is Army Restructuring Branch. In addition, PERSCOM has
developed an automated way to look at unit endstate structure separately from the
inactivating structure. This will allow PERSCOM to work smart with commanders and
their staffs as we begin to make decisions about reassignment of soldiers from
inactivating/moving units to meet other needs of the Army.

b. PERSCOM develops coordinated Memoranda of Instruction (MOls) in order to:
(1) Provide a concept of execution at all levels which maximizes readiness and
cares for soldiers and families.
(2) Identify actions and responsibilities pertaining to unit moves and inactivations.
(3) Ensure that all actions are properly coordinated.

c. Status of unit MOIs is provided at Annex F. Sample MOls are provided at
Appendices 1 and 2 to Annex F.

d. PERSCOM Coordinated \sits (PERSCOM/MACOM/CORPS Reps) milestone/s are
at Annex G.

Acknowledge.

THOMPSON
MAJOR GENERAL

OFFICIAL:«33L
BRIGADIER GENERAL

_"
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CAMPAIGN PLAN FY 95/96 FORCE STRUCTURE CHANGES (CONT)

Annexes:
Annex A - Unit lnactivations List
Annex B - Unit Moves List
Annex C - Discretionary Unit Inactivation Concept and Timeline
Annex D - Unit Move Execution Concept
Annex E - Waiver Approval Authority Matrix
Annex F - PERSCOM MOIs Status

Appendix1 - MOI - 194th AR BDE
Appendix 2 - MOI - 25th ID

Annex G - PERSCOM Coordinated \sits Milestones
Annex H - Key Stationing/Restructuring Actions FY 95-97
Annex I - Restructuring Activities by Major Unit/Installation

Distribution:
Cdr, FORSCOM
Cdr, TRADOC
Cdr, USARPAC
DAPE
TAPC-PL I

TAPC-OP
TAPC-EP
TAPC-PD

—
PERSCOM
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194ARBDE
530 MAINT
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POLK
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BRAC I

BRAC 91
MACOM DISC
HQDA DISC
BRAC 91
BRAC 93
HQDA DISC
HQDA DISC
HQDA DISC
HQDA DISC
HQDA DISC
HQDA DISC
HQDA DISC
HQDA DISC
HQDA DISC
HQDA DISC

9506
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CARSON
SILL

BLISS
JACKSON
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CARSON

BLISS
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BLISS
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BLISS
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DISCRETIONARY UNIT INACTIVATION CONCEPT
DECISION To REVIEW DETERMINE DBERM'NE

Go ToINACTIVATE HMP T0 RESIDUAL D'SPOS'“°N OF
2 UNIT MOVEINSTALLATION MISSIONS EACH AFFECTED UNIT

PROCESS0N INSTALLATION
NLT 5-12 M0 5-1 _2 Mo E 12 Mo E-12M0

To UNIT INACTTVATTON PROCESS

ADJUST CUT OFF
FENCE UNIT REPLACEMENT REPLACEMENT Go To

FLOW FOR PLOW INTO SEPARATTON
READINESS UNIT PROCESS

E-12 MO 5-12 Mo E-e MO
TAKEOUT

MANAGEMENT

DEFERSUBMIT NAMES SSSPS'DER PROCESS SOLDIERS
322m: ma? WW

SCHOOLING FORCE
E-s MO E-5 MO E-s MO E-4 M0 NLT E-2 MO

TRANSFER
RESIDUAL FORCE RESIDUAL ”Fr
SOLDIERS To INACTIVATE UIC FORCE FENCE
NON-INACTTVATING DEPARTS
UIC*

NLT E-DATE E‘DATE E+2 MO E+a MO

*E.G.. UIC OF LATER INACTIVATING UNIT, UIC OF MACOM, ETC.

EPMD UNCLASSIFIED
LASTWDATE:
27JAN05
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l INACTIVATION TIMELINE
|

°CREATE
DMSL/OPDB
- PUBLISH
MOI

PUBLISH REVIEW GAINS
NEW W/ARHIVAL
EDTM/OPDB 9504/LATER

9412 9501 9502
- DON'T HURT SOLDIERS

BEGIN
GLIDEPATH POTENTIAL
RAMP START E-DATE

9503 9504 9505 9506 9507 9508 9509

- PERSCOM VISIT COMMANDERS

' ONE PLAN

° MUST KNOW UIC/E-DATE

° INSTALLATION RELEASE PLAN - AI WITHIN 30 DAYS (ENLISTED ONLY)

0 SOLDIERS MUST BE PCS ELIGIBLE

- RPT DATE = EDATE + 2 MONTHS (EARLY REPORT AUTHORIZED)
PERSCOM UNCLASSIFIED
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UNIT MOVE EXECUTION CONCEPT
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CEASE

FENCE UNIT
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FOR PCS
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STABILIZATION
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UIC
MOVES

GAINING INSTALL

INTACT
UNIT
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REPLACEMENTS

TO PARENT
UIC

DERIVATIVE
UIC AT

LOSING INSTALL FOR
REAR
DETS.

UNIT REPORTS C-5‘ Lr
OR

COMPOSITE USR REPORTING
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PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT TOOLS
WAIVER APPROVAL AUTHORITY MATRIX

DISCRETIONARY UNIT MOVES/INAC'TWATIONS
UNIT APPROVINGRE TREQUI MEN

INACTIVATIONS UNIT MOVES AUTHORITY

MUST HAVE MINIMUM MUST HAVE MINIMUM
48 MONTHS TOS 24 MONTHS TOS 6 MONTHS TOS DIR, EPMD/OPMD

24 MONTHS TRS MUST HAVE MINIMUM MUST HAVE MINIMUM DIR, EPMD/OPMD
12 MONTHS TRS 8 MONTHS TRS

2d Pcs IN SAME FY ONLY As EXCEPTION YES ASA (M&RA)

ASD (P&R) THRU DCSPER
3d PCS (1st TERM SOLDIERS) ONLY AS EXCEPTION YES AND ASA (m&nA)

OCONUS RETURNEE WITH LEss YES ASA M&RA THRU DCSPERTHAN 12 MOS 0N STATION ONLYAS EXCEPT'ON ( )

PERSCOM UNCLASSIFIED
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PERSCOM MOIs‘

k1) 194th AR BDE Knox 30 JAN 95 COMPLETED

(2) 25th ID Hawaii 13 FEB 95 COMPLETED

(3) 1st ID (Mech) Riley TO BE PUBLISHED 950224

(4) 4th ID (Mach) Carson WORKING

(5) so ACR Bliss - Carson WORKING

(6) 42d FA BDE Polk WORKING (GENERIC)

3-17 FA BN Sill WORKING (GENERIC)

3-11 FA BN ’ Lewis WORKING (GENERIC)

(7) 35th AD BDE Lewis - Bliss WORKING (GENERIC)

31st AD BDE Hood - Bliss WORKING (GENERIC)

108th AD BDE Polk - Bliss WORKING (GENERIC)

(8) Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) 5 JAN 94 STILL CURRENT

(9) 3d AR BDE OCONUS - CONUS 5 JAN 95 STILL CURRENT

1-43 AD BN CONUS OCONUS 1 SEP 94 STILL CURRENT

(1 0) Panama Canal Treaty
Implementation Plan (PCTIP) 18 OCT 94 STILL CURRENT

(1 1 ) Conventional Forces Europe (CFE) 26 SEP 91 STILL CURRENT

PERSCOM UNCLASSIFIED
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TAPc-EPs-A (600) ‘30 JAN 1995

MEMORANDUM FOR SEE DISTRIBUTION

SUBJECT: Memorandum of Instruction (MOI) for Inactivation of the
194th Armored Brigade -

1. Introduction: 194th Armored Brigade will inactivate with an
EDATE of 15 Jun 95. PERSCOM will participate in this process by:

a. Ensuring that soldiers who become excess as a result of
the inactivation receive assignment instructions (AI) in
accordance with the needs of the Army.

b. Deleting/diverting soldiers inbound to Fort Knox who will
be excess to the fair share fill of the endstate structure.
2. Purpose:

a. To provide implementing instructions for personnel
management (officer and enlisted) for the inactivation. /

b. To provide a concept for execution at all levels which
maximizes readiness and cares for soldiers and family members in
an effective manner.

c. To identify actions and responsibilities pertaining to
the inactivation of the brigade.

d. To ensure that actions are undertaken in a coordinated
and timely manner.

3. Scope: This plan outlines actions for (and is meant to guide
relations and coordination among) PERSCOM, FORSCOM, 194th Armored
Brigade and Fort Knox. The following headquarters have
concurred with this plan: HQDA (DAPE-MPE-DR, DAMO-FDO), FORSCOM
(AFPI-PRMD), TRADOC (ATOB—BE), USA Armor Center and Fort Knox
(ATZK-AG) and 194th Armored Brigade (AFVL-XO).

4. Assumptions:

a. Training events will not delay inactivation efforts.
b. Force structure changes will be expeditiously

incorporated into the Army personnel documentation system.

Amfy/X /
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TAPC-EPS-A
_SUBJECT: Memorandum of Instruction (MOI) for Inactivation of the

194th Armored Brigade

c. The 194th Armored Brigade will not be C-5 for USR
reporting requirements until National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) requirements are met.

d. Standard unit inactivation milestones (Annex D) will beheavily compressed due to short inactivation decision cycle.
5. Execution:

a. General: Unless otherwise stated herein, personnel
management programs (e.g., Exceptional Family Member Program,
Married Army Couples Program, HIV) remain fully in effect for
the brigade inactivation.

b. Concept of Operations:

(1) 194th Armored Brigade's strength will be drawn down
consistent with the brigade's inactivation schedule.

(2) Soldiers will be provided adequate lead time to
comply with AI. (Goal: 120 Days)!

(3) Soldiers will be crossleveled on Fort Knox
consistent with installation fill targets. However,
crossleveling into another MACOM at Fort Knox requires PERSCOM
approval.

(4) The 194th Armored Brigade is fenced. However, allsoldiers currently on AI will proceed on those instructions. Forsoldiers whose current report month is beyond the installation
release date, Fort Knox will coordinate an earlier report month
through PERSCOM Army Restructuring Branch, DSN 221-3680/2422.

(5) Specific personnel policies in support of the
brigade inactivation are at Annexes A (enlisted), B (retention/reclassification) and C (officers).

c. Responsibilities: Normal functions, operations and lines
of authority/responsibility will remain in place throughout the
duration of the 194th Armored Brigade unit inactivation.Specific responsibilities related to the execution of thisinactivation are outlined below:



TAPC-EPS-A .

SUBJECT: Memorandum of Instruction (MOI) for Inactivation of the
194th Armored Brigade

(1) PERSCOM, OPMD/EPMD, Distribution Divisions:

(a) Act as PERSCOM primary POC for policy and operational
matters pertaining to the brigade inactivation.

(b) Ensure personnel distribution plans support needs of
the Army and inactivation requirements.

(c) Ensure sufficient personnel requisitions are opened
to support reassignment of soldiers from inactivating units.

(d) Track UIC management for inactivating units.

(e) Coordinate with PERSCOM Career Divisions to obtain
AI for 194th Armored Brigade soldiers as required.

(f) Act as PERSCOM primary POC for follow-up
inactivation-related actions.

(g) Act as PERSCOM POC for waivers and exception to
policy requests.

(2) PERSCOM, EPMD, Retention Management Division:

(a) Act as PERSCOM primary POC for all issues regarding
reenlistment, reclassification and Reserve Component transition.

(b) Ensure renegotiation of reenlistment contracts, as
necessary, for soldiers in inactivating units to facilitate
strength management, minimize turbulence, and enhance the best
interests of individual soldiers.

(c) Notify field retention offices to contact PERSCOM,
Retention Management Division concerning disposition of soldiers
they support who have made reenlistment commitments for 194th
Armored Brigade/Fort Knox.

(3) PERSCOM, EPMD, Operations Management Division
(enlisted) and OPMD, Distribution Division, Management Branch
(officers):



TAPC-EPS -A .SUBJECT: Memorandum of Instruction (MOI) for Inactivation of the194th Armored Brigade

(a) Act as PERSCOM POC for regulatory and policy changeactions pertinent to 194th Armored Brigade inactivation.
(b) Maintain formal record of actions taken and changesto existing systems, programs, and policies specificallyresulting from the brigade inactivation.
(c) Create a separate DMSL within the DML of Fort Knox

(KNO) of all inactivating UICs and a separate DMSL to reflect the
end strength of Fort Knox.

(4) PERSCOM, Career Divisions (OPMD/EPMD)/SGM
Branch (EPMD):

(a) Provide by—name assignments for soldiers requiringAI as a result of inactivation.
(b) Continue MOS development/sustainment actions whichstabilize inventory strengths through FY 95 to minimizeturbulence and maximize professional development.

(c) Divert/delete soldiers IAW Annex A, paragraph 5 andofficers IAW Annex C, paragraph 3.

(5) PERSCOM, EPMD, Training Division: divert AITsoldiers as requested by EPMD Distribution Division.
(6) Fort Knox Adjutant General (AG):

(a) Provide to CDR, PERSCOM (TAPC-EPS-A) (enlisted) and
(TAPC-OPD-M) (officers) lists of soldiers/officers assigned toinactivating/reorganizing units who need AI (in accordance with
Annex A, paragraph 4b and Annex C, paragraph 4a of this MOI).

(b) Submit requests for waivers to CDR, PERSCOM,TAPC-EPS-A (enlisted) or TAPC-OPD-M (officers) for processing.
(c) Reassign all soldiers who will not depart Fort Knoxprior to EDATE from inactivating units to another unit on theinstallation. Close each inactivating UIC.

6. Coordination: Issues concerning 194th Armored Brigade unitinactivations and enlisted soldier actions should be directed to



TAPC-EPS-A .

SUBJECT: Memorandum of Instruction (MOI) for Inactivation of the
194th Armored Brigade

PERSCOM, Enlisted Distribution Division, Army Restructuring
Branch (TAPC-EPS-A), DSN 221-3680/2422 for resolution. Direct
officer actions to PERSCOM, Officer Distribution Division,
Management Branch (TAPC-OPD-M), DSN 221-7884.

7. Recommended changes to this plan will be submitted to PERSCOM
Army Restructuring Branch (TAPC-EPS-A).

FOR THE COMMANDER:

4 Encls MAUDE
1. Annex A (Enl Policies) Br' adier General, USA
2. Annex B (Retention/ Director of Enlisted Personnel

Reclassification)
3. Annex C (Off Policies)
4. Annex D (Unit Inactivation

Milestones)



TAPc-EPs-A (600) .SUBJECT: Memorandum of Instruction (MOI) for Inactivation of the194th Armored Brigade

DISTRIBUTION:
CDR,
FORSCOM, ATTN: AFPI-PRMD
TRADOC, ATTN: ATBO-B
XVIII Abn Corps, ATTN: AFZA-GA
USA Armor Ctr and Ft Knox, ATTN: ATZK-AG
194th Armored Bde, ATTN: AFVL-XO

TAPC-OP
TAPC-EP
TAPC-PD

CF:
DAPE-MPE
DAPE-MPO
DAMO-FDO
TAPC-ZA
TAPC-PL
TAPC-PAO



ANNEX A

ENLISTED PERSONNEL POLICIES FOR INACTIVATION OF 194TH ARMORED
BRIGADE

1. Effective immediately, replacement flow to Fort Knox will be
limited to that required to achieve the Enlisted Distribution
Target Model (EDTM) fill targets of endstate units. PERSCOM will
divert or delete soldiers currently on orders to Fort Knox who
are not required to support the endstate structure.
2. The following PCS policies are in effect for soldiers who are
declared surplus by CDR, Fort Knox. Waiver requests requiring
HQDA action will be sent to Commander, PERSCOM, ATTN:
TAPC-EPS-A (enlisted only).

a. If movement creates a second PCS in the same fiscal year,Assistant Secretary of the Army (M&RA) has waiver approval
authority. NOTE: This waiver should be requested only if MOS is
no longer authorized at Fort Knox.

b. First termers are limited to two PCS moves during their
enlistment; however, Under Secretary of Defense (P&R) is
authorized to waive this restriction when justified. NOTE: This
waiver should be requested only if MOS is no longer authorized at
Fort Knox.

c. PERSCOM is the approval authority for time on station
(TOS) waivers for soldiers who will have less than 48 months TOS
at EDATE. However, it is PERSCOM's intent not to approve waivers
for soldiers with less than 24 months TOS.

d.‘ PERSCOM is the approval authority for time remaining in
service (TRS) waivers for soldiers who will have less than 24
months TRS at a gaining CONUS duty station. Fort Knox and
PERSCOM, EPMD should make every effort to avoid moving any
soldier who will have less than 12 months TRS. Soldiers selected
for OCONUS assignments must complete the service remaining
requirement specified in AR 614-30.

3. Key personnel assignments and professional development for
NCOs in inactivating units.

a. First sergeants with less than 12 months in position will
normally be reassigned to a location with opportunites for
another first sergeant position. First sergeants with 12 or more

A-l



months in position will be considered qualified,and available for
reassignment as a first sergeant or a master sergeant.

b. Surplus sergeants major will be retained and utilized as
the installation commander directs until valid vacancies exist
elsewhere.

c. The commander may request, as an exception to policy, toutilize command sergeants major (CSMs) outside their career
management fields. PERSCOM will also consider installation
requests to retain excess CSMs who are ineligible for
reassignment. Submit all requests for exceptions to policy to
PERSCOM CSM/SGM Office (TAPC-EPZ-E, DSN 221-8315).

d. If an NCO has a firm class date for ANCOC/BNCOC and can
be utililized on Fort Knox, the NCO should be retained and
allowed to attend the scheduled course. If an NCO with a class
date within 90 days after EDATE must be reassigned to anotherinstallation, Fort Knox should request a later report date
through PERSCOM, Army Restructuring Branch so the NCO can attend
that class en route. If the NCO's class date is later than 90
days after EDATE, the NCO should proceed to the new installation
and notify the gaining command of the school date immediately
upon arrival.
4. Early Separation.

a. Soldiers pending adverse personnel actions will not be
approved for early separation.

b. Commanders may use the provisions of AR 635-200,
paragraph 16-11, "Separation of personnel assigned toinstallations or units scheduled for inactivation or permanent
change-of station," to approve voluntary separations up to
89 days before ETS. Narrative reason for separation, to be
placed on DD Form 214, is "Insufficient Retainability (Economic
Reasons)"; SPD code is KBM or MBM.

c. Separation authorities will ensure that education
counseling is afforded all soldiers prior to signing any document
electing voluntary early release when loss or reduction of
benefits will occur. Such counseling is required by public law.

d. If early release will result in loss of educational
benefits, mandatory counseling by Army Education Center
counselors must be accomplished IAW AR 621-5. The counseling
session will be annotated on DA Form 669, acknowledging the

A-2



soldier understands benefits are lost when minimumlength-of-service requirements are not met. The statement shouldread: "I have been counseled on veterans' educational benefitsin connection with my request for a voluntary separation. I
understand I am forfeiting all my educational entitlements under
Chapter 30, Title 38 USC and am not eligible to receive a refundof monies reduced from my base pay." For soldiers who enlistedfor Army College Fund (ACF) and who have met time-in-service
(TIS) requirements but have not earned the entire ACF, the
statement should read: "I have been counseled on veterans'
educational benefits in connection with my request for a
voluntary separation. I understand that I have not earned myentire ACF."

e. Soldiers will be given the opportunity to elect voluntary
separation under any announced program for which they are
otherwise eligible to be separated.

f. Servicing MPD/PSC will process SIDPERS ETS changes forsoldiers approved for early separation.
5. Take-Out Management.

a. Take--outs from 194th Armored Brigade will occur only assoldiers are released by the Fort Knox AG (if on or before EDATE,unless MOS strength projections exceed EDTM). Adjutant General,Fort Knox must request PERSCOM approval for all reassignments
between MACOMs.

b. Upon receipt of this MOI, the Fort Knox AG will provide
CDR, PERSCOM, Army Restructuring Branch via Army PROPS EMAIL
(HENDRICLQPENTAGON-HQDADSS.ARMY.MIL and copy furnished to
EDWARDSR) electronic rosters of enlisted soldiers released for
AI, updated weekly. The following information/format is
required:
POSITION DATA

1-9 SSN
10-13 UNIT EDATE (year and month).
14-22 If MACP, Spouse's SSN. If not leave

blank.
23 If EFMP, Y (Yes), leave blank (No), or P

(Pending)
24-31 Three OCONUS/CONUS areas of preference
(Three two-character codes IAW AR 680-29, paragraph 1-57 with
diagonal slashes between each choice)
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POSITION DATA

Example of Areas of Preference: TH/OS/VB
32-44 Additional remarks

c. Reassignment report date will be EDATE plus two months.Early reporting is authorized.
d. In the weekly report above, indicate soldiers in the

Married Army Couples Program whose spouses are not assigned toinactivating units and who cannot be properly utilized at Fort
Knox. In such cases, the spouse will be considered also for
reassignment to new location, but assignment will be IAW existingregulations and the needs of the Army.

e. Commander, 194th Armored Brigade may defer up to tenpercent of the inactivating unit's authorized strength for atotal period not to exceed 60 days (may extend beyond the EDATE)to finalize the inactivation. Notify PERSCOM Army Restructuring
Branch and the soldier's gaining installation whenever a soldieris deferred. Reassign these soldiers to a unit that will stillexist after the inactivation.

f. At the end of each week, Army Restructuring Branch willtransmit to the Adjutant General, Fort Knox those assignments
confirmed for that week via HOFFMAN PROFS. These assignmentswill also be confirmed in EDAS. The following format will be
used to transmit confirmed assignments via HOFFMAN PROPS(enlisted only):
POSITION DATA

1-9 - SSN
10-12 Gaining UIC
13-20 Report Date
21-27 Requisition Control & Serial Number
28-44 Additional instructions and remarks

g. The goal is that each soldier will have AI at E-120 days.
h. The PSC/MPD publishing reassignment orders will use theappropriate Movement Designator Code specified in AR 600-8-105,

Table 1-2.
6. Deletions/deferments. Soldiers inbound to 194th Armored
Brigade and Fort Knox may be deleted or diverted by theirrespective PERSCOM career branches if these soldiers will take
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installation strength above EDTM fill targets. .Career brancheswill coordinate all proposed deletions or deferments with ArmyRestructuring Branch which will, in turn, coordinate with
Enlisted Assistance Branch and Fort Knox.

7. Enlistment/Reenlistment Contracts. Every effort will be made
to honor enlistment/reenlistment contracts. However,
reassignment actions required because of inactivation/
reorganization are not a basis for filing for an unfulfilled
enlistment/reenlistment agreement. Retention guidelines are at
Appendix B.



ANNEX B

RETENTION/RECLASSIFICATION GUIDELINES FOR 194TH ARMORED BRIGADE
(ENLISTED ONLY)

1. General. The following guidelines have been developed to
determine how inactivation of 194th Armored Brigade will impact
soldiers' enlistment and reenlistment contracts and
reclassification actions.
2. Enlistment contracts. Soldiers currently assigned to or on
assignment instructions to 194th Armored Brigade on enlistment
agreements UP AR 601-210 may be reassigned according to the needs
of the Army.

3. Reenlistment contracts.
a. Soldiers currently assigned to inactivating units of

194th Armored Brigade who must be reassigned before completing
guaranteed periods of stabilization UP AR 601-280 will be given
their choice of assignment to any other station in the major
command if a vacancy in rank and PMOS exists. If no vacancy
exists at soldier's desired station, reassignment will be
according to the needs of the Army.

b. A newly arriving soldier in 194th Armored Brigade on
reenlistment agreements UP AR 601-280, who will be excess to the
needs of the installation, WILL NOT sign in, inprocess or take
delivery of household goods. The soldier will be attached and
the installation retention office will coordinate with PERSCOM,
Reenlistment Management Branch (RMB) via RETAIN Hotline for
renegotiation of the reenlistment commitment.

c. Soldiers on assignment instructions to 194th Armored
Brigade/Fort Knox on reenlistment agreements UP AR 601-280 should
be reported immediately to the servicing retention
activity. Every effort will be made to fulfill reenlistment
commitments. If commitments cannot be honored, the servicing
retention activity will coordinate with PERSCOM, Retention
Management Division for renegotiation of their reenlistment
commitment.

4. All requests for deletion of reenlistment instructions will
be forwarded to PERSCOM, RMB via RETAIN Hotline for posting to
EDAS through RETAIN.



5. Soldiers in inactivating units may reenlist up to 12 monthsprior to ETS for the same options that are normally available atthe eight-month reenlistment window, provided they are otherwisequalified. (Soldiers desiring to reenlist early must be advised
they will not be able to cash in leave and they will not maximize
any reenlistment bonus unless they reenlist within three monthsof their ETS because bonus is paid for additional obligatedservice). Under this policy, soldiers are authorized
reenlistment as early as 12 months before ETS but not later thanthree months prior to ETS. Soldiers other than Initial Termers
who have not reenlisted for an option of choice seven monthsprior to EDATE are restricted to reenlistment under provision of
AR 601-280, Table F-l, Regular Army, or extension of enlistmentto meet the service remaining requirement for a PCS move.

6. Retention NCOs attached to an inactivating unit will be
released from attachment, and those who are surplus toinstallation requirements will be reported to PERSCOM IAW Annex Afor reassignment based on the needs of the Army.

7. Retention NCOs should work closely with their PSNCOs to
monitor soldier status changes caused by retention actions.
8. Reclassification. 194th Armored Brigade soldiers who will be
excess to the installation and are awaiting reclassificationtraining that starts after their release date will be reported to
the Fort Knox Field Reclassification Authority (ATZK-AGS), whichwill coordinate with PERSCOM, Reclassification Management Branchvia RETAIN Hotline message to attempt to obtain an earlier class
seat or assignment. These soldiers may require temporary
reassignment on Fort Knox.



ANNEX C

OFFICER PERSONNEL POLICIES FOR 194TH ARMORED BRIGADE INACTIVATION

1. PURPOSE. This annex provides officer personnel policyguidance for the relocation/assignment of officers assigned tothe Fort Knox installation who are part of the 194th ArmoredBrigade inactivation.
2. The following PCS policies are designed to minimizeturbulence, ensure responsiveness to commander needs and balancereadiness requirements while continuing to meet army-widepersonnel priorities.
3. Rules of Engagement.

a. Commander, 194th Armored Brigade will have individual andunit assignment requirements for consideration. ‘

b. Fort Knox installation AG will crosslevel officer
personnel to fill unencumbered ODP requirements.

c. Officer personnel flow to Fort Knox will be immediatelyadjusted to account for the inactivation of the 194th ArmoredBrigade.

d. Unless otherwise stated herein, Exceptional Family Member
Program (EFMP) and Married Army Couples Program (MACP) remain ineffect.

e. The 194th Armored Brigade will not be C-5 for USRpersonnel reporting requirements until after National
Environmental Policy Act requirements are met.

f. OPMD Distribution Division representatives visited Fort
Knox 23—24 Jan 95 as members of the PERSCOM team to coordinateactions outlined in this MOI.

g. OPMD Distribution Division, Management Branch
(TAPC-OPD-M, DSN 221-7884) is the OPMD POC for policy andoperational matters including waivers and exception to policyrequests.

h. OPMD Career Divisions will provide by-name assignmentinstructions. Career Divisions will coordinate individualreassignment actions with Distribution Division and Fort Knoxinstallation AG officer strength manager. Fort Knox's
nonconcurrence on an officer move does not preclude reassignment,
but is a reassignment consideration.
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i. Officers with PCS orders prior to EDATE will proceed on
orders. _

j. If any movement will create a second PCS in the same
fiscal year, Assistant Secretary of the Army (M&RA) has waiver
approval authority.

k. PERSCOM is the approval authority for reassigning
officers who will have less than two but more than one year of
service retainability at the time of reassignment.

l. Officers with 12 months or less of service retainability
are not available for reassignment. PERSCOM is the approval
authority for a waiver if necessary.

m. Officers with 12 months or less time on station (TOS)
will remain on station. PERSCOM is the approval authority for a
waiver if necessary.

n. Officers waiting above the zone promotion results, where
nonselection would result in involuntary release or retirement,
are not available for reassignment until release of the board
results.

o. Officers assigned with compassionate considerations will
not normally be considered available for reassignment unless the
reason for the compassionate assignment is resolved.

p. Inactivating unit officers may request early release
from active duty IAW AR 635-100, paragraph 3-73, or AR 635-120.

q. Colonels and lieutenant colonels who have completed less
than 12 months of command will be reslated for command. Colonels
and lieutenant colonels who have completed 12 or more months of
command will have completed their command tour and are available
for reassignment by PERSCOM.

r. Officers assigned with compassionate considerations will
not normally be considered available for reassignment unless
reason for the compassionate assignment is resolved.

s. Branch qualified majors who have 12 months or two OERs
in a branch qualifying position are considered available for
reassignment by PERSCOM. Majors who cannot get branch qualified
at the installation will be considered on a case by case basis by
their career manager.



t. Branch qualified captains with 12 or more months of
command are available for reassignment by PERSCOM. Captainswith less than 12 months of command will remain-on theinstallation long enough to receive two command OERs or complete
12 months of command.

u. Chief of Staff, Army policy regarding second commands forcaptains remains in effect. That policy states that the Armywill limit opportunity for second commands to heavy battalion
HHCs, Division HHCs, and long-range surveillance detachments(LRSD). Total time in command, for those who receive thisopportunity, should average 24 months. (For example, 12 months'
command of a line company plus 12 more months' command of an HHCequals 24 months.)

v. Officers considered available for PCS reassignment to
any place other than a military or civilian school must be ableto remain stabilized for 12 months after their arrival at thegaining installation. Officers will have a unit move inhibitflag emplaced stabilizing the officer for 12 months at thegaining installation.

w. All officers will move on individual AI.
X. Branch Detailed officers who have 12 months or moreremaining in their detail branch after their scheduled move willbe reassigned in the detailed branch. If the detailed officerhas less than 12 months remaining in the detail branch aftermoving, the officer will attend the Basic Branch TransitionCourse and be reassigned in their basic branch to anotherinstallation with ODP requirements in that branch.

4. Fort Knox Responsibilities.
a.' IAW Annex D, Fort Knox installation officer managers willforward CDR PERSCOM, OPMD Distribution Division (TAPC-OPD-M) aby-name roster of officers available for reassignment. Formatfor availability rosters is: last name, first name, SSN, rank,branch, availability date for reassignment, date last PCS

(YYMMDD), branch detail (Y/N), enrolled in EFMP (Y/N), enrolledin the MACP and spouse is not assigned to inactivating unit (Y/N)and requires waiver (Y/N). Rosters may be faxed to DistributionDivision (ATTN: Management/Mobilization Branch) DSN 221-7254.Rosters may be forwarded electronically by Army PROFS EMAIL toDistribution Division, Management Branch "AEDDC1A(DENNISD)" orINTERNET (DENNISD@HOFFMAN-EMHL1.ARMY.MIL).

b. Provide updated rosters of officers available forreassignment NLT every 30 days or as required.
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5. OPMD Responsibilities.
a. Distribution Division will provide Career Divisions

updated rosters and requisitions for officers determinedavailable for reassignment. Requisition trailer data willinclude moving officer's name, Movement Designator Code and
assignment designator for PCS funding and accounting.

b. Distribution Division Account Manager will consolidate,
coordinate and process PCS waivers.

c. Career Divisions will review officer rosters submitted
IAW rules of engagement in paragraph 3 above and coordinate
reassignment actions with the Fort Knox installation AG.

d. Career Divisions will provide individual officer AI/RFOs
using MDC 3A if officer is being reassigned to a CONUSinstallation or MDC 4A if being reassigned OCONUS.



TIMELINE
(MONTHS!

ANNEX D

UNIT INACTIVATION MILESTONES (Non-BRAC)

ACTION

DECISION TO
INACTIVATE

REVIEW HAAPS TO
INSTALLATION

DETERMINE RESIDUAL
MISSIONS

DETERMINE DISPOSI-
OF EACH SUB-UNIT

FENCE UNIT

ADJUST REPLACEMENT
FLOW

PUBLISH INACTIV
ORDER

CUT OFF REPLACEMENT
FLOW INTO UNIT

INITIATE VOL SEPA-
RATION ACTIONS

SUBMIT ANY PERS
DEFERMENT REQUESTS
TO TAPC-EPS-A/
TAPC-OPD-M

SUBMIT NAMES OF
SOLDIERS WHO NEED AI
OR RFO TO TAPC-EPS-A/
TAPC-OPD-M

IDENTIFY EFMP, MACP
& SCHOOLING NEEDS

REQUEST PCS WAIVERS

ACTION PROPONENT DATE COMPL

HQDA

EPMD CAREER
DIVS & TAPC-OPD-O

UNIT, INSTL,
& MACOM

_TAPC-EPS-A

TAPc-EPs-A/

TAPC-OPD—O/
TAPc-EPs-A/C/s
MACOM

TAPc-OPD-O/
TAPc-EPs-A/C/s
UNIT & INSTL

INSTALLATION

INSTALLATION

INSTALLATION

INSTALLATION



UNIT INACTIVATION MILESTONES (Non-BRAC)

TIMELINE
(MONTHS) ACTION ACTION PROPONENT DATE COMPL

E-4 ISSUE AI & RFO EPMD/OPMD
CAREER DIVS

EDATE TRANSFER RESIDUAL LOSING UNIT
FORCE TO NON-
INACTIVATING UIC

E+2 INACTIVATE UIC INSTALLATION UICIO

E+3 LIFT FENCE TAPC-EPS-A

NOTE: Timing may be compressed based on time between
inactivation announcement and EDATE.
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DEPARTMENTOFTHEARMY
us.T0TALAnMY PERSONNELCOMMAND

ALEXANomA.VA

22331-0456
REPLY T0
ATTENTION OF

TAPC-EPS-A (600)

MEMORANDUM FOR SEE DISTRIBUTION

SUBJECT: Memorandum of Instruction (MOI) for Inactivation of
25th Infantry Division Units

1. Introduction: 25th Infantry Division (25ID) units will
inactivate with EDATEs in July and August 1995. PERSCOM will
participate in this process by:

a. Ensuring that soldiers who become excess as a result of
the inactivation receive assignment instructions (AI) in
accordance with the needs of the Army.

b. Deleting/diverting soldiers inbound to 251D who will be
excess to the fill target of the endstate structure.
2. Purpose:

a. To provide implementing instructions/for personnel
management (officer and enlisted) for the inactivation.

b. To provide a concept for execution at all levels which
maximizes readiness and cares for soldiers and family members in
an effective manner.

c. To identify actions and responsibilities pertaining to
the inactivation of ZSID units.

d. To ensure that actions are undertaken in a coordinated
and timely manner.

3. Scope: This plan outlines actions for (and is meant to guide
relations and coordination among) PERSCOM, USARPAC, and 251D.
The following headquarters have concurred with this plan: HQDA
(DAPE-MPE-DR, DAMO-FDO), USARPAC (APAG), and 25ID (APVG-PA).

4. Assumptions:

a. Training events will not delay inactivation efforts.
b. Force structure changes will be expeditiously

incorporated into the Army personnel documentation system.
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TAPC-EPS-A
SUBJECT: Memorandum of Instruction (MOI) for Inactivation of
25th Infantry Division Units

c. Inactivating 251D units will not be C-5 for USR reporting
requirements until National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
requirements are met.

d. Standard unit inactivation milestones (Annex D) will be
heavily compressed due to short inactivation decision cycle.
5. Execution:

a. General: Unless otherwise stated herein, personnel
management programs (e.g., Exceptional Family Member Program,
Married Army Couples Program, HIV) remain fully in effect for
the units' inactivation.

b. Concept of Operations:

(1) 251D strength will be drawn down consistent with the
inactivation schedule.

(2) Soldiers will be provided adequate lead time to
comply with AI (Assignment Instruction). (Goal: Minimum 120
Days)

(3) Soldiers will be crossleveled in Hawaii consistent
with command fill targets. However, crossleveling into another
MACOM requires PERSCOM approval.

(4) The 251D inactivating units are fenced. However,all soldiers currently on AI will proceed on those instructions.
For soldiers whose current report month is beyond the
installation release date, 25ID will coordinate an earlier report
month through PERSCOM Army Restructuring Branch, DSN
221-4886/4713.

(5) Specific personnel policies in support of the 25ID
units inactivation are at Annexes A (enlisted), B
(retention/reclassification) and C (officers).

c. Responsibilities: Normal functions, operations and lines
of authority/responsibility will remain in place throughout the
duration of the 25ID units' inactivation. Specific
responsibilities related to the execution of this inactivation
are outlined below:



TAPC-EPS-A
SUBJECT: Memorandum of Instruction (MOI) for Inactivation of25th Infantry Division Units

(1) PERSCOM, OPMD/EPMD, Distribution Divisions:
(a) Act as PERSCOM primary POC for policy and operationalmatters pertaining to the inactivation.
(b) Ensure personnel distribution plans support needs ofthe Army and inactivation requirements.

(c) Ensure sufficient personnel requisitions are openedto support reassignment of soldiers from inactivating units.
(d) Track UIC management for inactivating units.
(e) Coordinate with PERSCOM Career Divisions to obtainAI for 25ID units soldiers as required.

(f) Act as PERSCOM primary POC for follow-upinactivation-related actions.
(g) Act as PERSCOM POC for waivers and exception topolicy requests. /

(2) PERSCOM, EPMD, Retention Management Division:
(a) Act as PERSCOM primary POC for all issues regardingreenlistment, reclassification and Reserve Component transition.
(b) Ensure renegotiation of reenlistment contracts, as

necessary, for soldiers in inactivating units to facilitatestrength management, minimize turbulence, and enhance the bestinterests of individual soldiers.
(c) Notify field retention offices to contact PERSCOM,Retention Management Division concerning disposition of soldiers

they support who have made reenlistment commitments for 251D.

(3) PERSCOM, EPMD, Operations Management Division(enlisted) and OPMD, Distribution Management Branch (officers):



TAPc-EPs-A
_SUBJECT: Memorandum of Instruction (MOI) for Inactivation of

25th Infantry Division Units

(a) Act as PERSCOM POC for regulatory and policy changeactions pertinent to ZSID unit inactivations.
(b) Maintain formal record of actions taken and changesto existing systems, programs and policies specifically resulting

from the unit inactivations.
(c) Create a separate DML for all inactivating UICs and

a separate DML to reflect the endstate of 251D.

(4) PERSCOM, Career Divisions (OPMD/EPMD)/SGM Branch
(EPMD):

(a) Provide by-name assignments for soldiers requiring
AI as a result of inactivation.

(b) Continue MOS development/sustainment actions whichstabilize inventory strengths through FY 95 to minimize
turbulence and maximize professional development.

(c) Divert/delete soldiers IAW Annex A, paragraph 6 andofficers IAW Annex C, paragraph 2.

(5) PERSCOM, EPMD, Training Division: divert AITsoldiers as requested by EPMD Distribution Division.
(6) USARPAC Adjutant General (AG):

(a) Provide to CDR, PERSCOM (TAPC-EPS-A) (enlisted) and
(TAPC—OPD-M) (officers) lists of soldiers/officers assigned to
inactivating/reorganizing units who need AI (in accordance with
Annex A, paragraph 5 and Annex C, paragraph 4).

(b) Submit requests for waivers to CDR, PERSCOM,
TAPC-EPS-A (enlisted) or TAPC-OPD-M (officers) for processing.

(c) Reassign all soldiers who will not depart 251D prior
to EDATE from inactivating units to other units on theinstallation. Close each inactivating UIC.

6. Coordination: Issues concerning 251D unit inactivations and
enlisted soldier actions should be directed to PERSCOM, Enlisted



TAPC-EPS-A _

SUBJECT: Memorandum of Instruction (MOI) for Inactivation of
25th Infantry Division Units

Distribution Division, Army Restructuring Branch (TAPC-EPS-A),
DSN 221-4886/4713 for resolution. Direct officer actions to
PERSCOM, Officer Distribution Division, Management Branch
(TAPC-OPD-M), DSN 221-7884.

7. Recommended changes to this plan will be submitted to PERSCOM
Army Restructuring Branch (TAPC-EPS-A).

FOR THE COMMANDER:

4 Encls
1. Annex A (Enl Policies)
2. Annex B (Retention/ Director of Enlisted Personnel

Reclassification)
3. Annex C (Off Policies)
4. Annex D (Unit Inactivation

Milestones) -
/



TAPc-EPs-A (600) -SUBJECT: Memorandum of Instruction (MOI) Inactivation of
25th Infantry Division Units

DISTRIBUTION:
CDR,
USARPAC, ATTN: APAG
25th Infantry Division, ATTN: APVG-PA

TAPC-OP
TAPC-EP
TAPC-PD

CF:
DAPE-MPE
DAPE-MPO
DAMO-FDO
TAPC-ZA
TAPC-PL
TAPC-PAO



ANNEX A

ENLISTED PERSONNEL POLICIES AND GUIDANCE FOR INACTIVATION OF
25TH INFANTRY DIVISION UNITS

1. Effective immediately, replacement flow to 251D will belimited to that required to achieve the Enlisted DistributionTarget Model (EDTM) fill targets of endstate units. PERSCOM willdivert or delete soldiers currently on orders to 25ID who are notrequired to support the endstate structure.
2. The following PCS policies are in effect for soldiers who aredeclared surplus by the USARPAC AG. Waiver requests requiring
HQDA action will be sent to Commander, PERSCOM, ATTN:
TAPC-EPS-A (enlisted only).

a. If movement creates a second PCS in the same fiscal year,Assistant Secretary of the Army (M&RA) has waiver approval
authority. NOTE: This waiver should be requested only if MOS is
no longer authorized in Hawaii.

b. First termers are limited to two PCS moves during theirenlistment, however, Under Secretary of Defense (P&R) is
authorized to waive this restriction when justified. NOTE: This
waiver should be requested only if MOS is no longer authorized in
Hawaii.

c. PERSCOM is the approval authority for intratheater
reassignment of soldiers serving on their original OCONUS tour,
without a change of their original tour completion date as long
as they do not change their initial tour election (accompanied or
unaccompanied), and have at least 12 or more months retainabilityafter arrival at their new duty station.

d. Assistant Secretary of the Army (M&RA) is the approval
authority for curtailment of tours and PCS soldiers currentlyserving on a voluntary or involuntary COT or IPCOT if the soldierwill complete less than the equivalent of two "all others" tour
and the soldier is required to be reassigned within the theater
or to CONUS.

e. Assistant Secretary of the Army (M&RA) is the approval
authority for a soldier's return to CONUS with less than 12
months time remaining in service upon arrival at the gaining
command.

3. Key personnel assignments and professional development for
NCOs in inactivating units.
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a. First sergeants with less than 12 months in position will
normally be reassigned to a location with opportunities for
another first sergeant position. First sergeants with 12 or more
months in position will be considered qualified and available for
reassignment as a first sergeant or a master sergeant.

b. Surplus sergeants major will be retained and utilized as
the commander directs until valid vacancies exist elsewhere.

c. The commander may request, as an exception to policy, toutilize command sergeants major (CSMs) outside their career
management fields. PERSCOM will also consider requests to retain
excess CSMs who are ineligible for reassignment. Submit all
requests for exceptions to policy to PERSCOM CSM/SGM office
(TAPC-EPZ-E, DSN 221-8315).

d. If an NCO has a firm class date for ANCOC/BNCOC and can
be utilized in Hawaii, the NCO should be retained and allowed to
attend the scheduled course. If an NCO with a class date within
9O days after EDATE must be reassigned from Hawaii, 251D should
request a later report date through PERSCOM, Army Restructuring
Branch so the NCO can attend that class enroute. If the NCO's
class date is later than 90 days after EDATE, the NCO should
proceed to the new duty station and notify the gaining command of
the school date immediately upon arrival.
4. Early Separation.

a. Soldiers pending adverse personnel actions will not be
approved for voluntary early separation.

b. Commanders may use the provisions of AR 635-200,
paragraph 16-11, "Separation of personnel assigned to
installations or units scheduled for inactivation or permanent
change of station," to approve voluntary separation up to 89 days
before ETS. Narrative reason for separation, to be placed on DD
Form 214, is "Insufficient Retainability (Economic Reasons)"; SPD
code is KBM or MBM.

c. Separation authorities will ensure that education
counselling is afforded all soldiers prior to signing any
document electing voluntary early release when loss or reduction
of benefits will occur. Such counselling is required by public
law.



d. If early release will result in loss of educationalbenefits, mandatory counselling by Army Education Center
counselors must be accomplished IAW AR 621-5. The counselling
session will be annotated on DA Form 669, acknowledging thesoldier understands benefits are lost when minimumlength-of-service requirements are not met. The statement should
read: "I have been counseled on veterans' educational benefitsin connection with my request for a voluntary separation. I
understand I am forfeiting all my educational entitlements under
Chapter 30, Title 38 USC and am not eligible to receive a refund
of monies reduced from my base pay." For soldiers who enlistedfor Army College Fund (ACF) and who have met time-in-service
(TIS) requirements but have not earned the entire ACF, the
statement should read: "I have been counselled on veterans'
educational benefits in connection with my request for a
voluntary separation. I understand that I have not earned myentire AFC."

e. Soldiers will be given the opportunity to elect voluntary
separation under any announced program for which they are
otherwise eligible to be separated.

f. Servicing MPD/PSC will initiate a SIDPERS ETS change forsoldiers approved for early separation.
5. Take-Out Management.

a. To facilitate cross leveling, take—outs from 25ID unitswill occur as soldiers are released by the USARPAC AG (if on or
before EDATE, unless MOS strength projections already exceed
EDTM). The USARPAC AG must request PERSCOM approval for all
reassignments between MACOMs.

b. By 13-150, the USARPAC AG will provide CDR, PERSCOM, ArmyRestructuring Branch via Army PROFS EMAIL
(HENDRICL@PENTAGON-HQDADSS.ARMY.MIL and copy furnished to
EDWARDSR) an electronic roster of enlisted soldiers released for
AI, updated weekly. The following information/format is
required:
POSITION DATA

1-9 SSN
10-13 UNIT EDATE (year and month).
14-22 If MACP, Spouse's SSN. If not leave

blank.
23 If EFMP, Y (Yes), leave blank (No), or P

(Pending)
24-31 Three CONUS areas of preference (Three
two-character codes IAW AR 680—29, Para 1-57 with diagonal
slashes between each choice)
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POSITION DATA

Example of Areas of Preference: TH/WL/VB

32-44 Additional remarks

c. Reassignment report date will be EDATE plus two months.
Early reporting is authorized.

d. In the weekly report above, indicate soldiers in the
Married Army Couples Program whose spouses are not assigned to
inactivating units and who cannot be properly utilized in Hawaii.(All attempts will be made to continue the joint domicile in
Hawaii). If spouse is not in an inactivating unit, PERSCOM will
consider curtailing him/her for reassignment to the same location
as the soldier whenever possible, consistent with the needs of
the Army.

e. Commander, 251D may defer up to ten percent of the
inactivating unit's authorized strength for a total period not to
exceed 60 days (may extend beyond the EDATE) to finalize the
inactivation. Notify PERSCOM Army Restructuring Branch and the
soldier's gaining installation whenever a soldier is deferred.
Reassign these soldiers to a unit that will still exist after the
inactivation. Deferment cannot cause the soldier to be retained
beyond his/her normally scheduled date of return. ODCSPER
retains authority to involuntarily extend soldiers in these
instances.

f, At the end of each week, Army Restructuring Branch will
transmit to the USARPAC AG those assignments confirmed for that
week via HOFFMAN PROPS. These assignments will also be confirmed
in EDAS. The following format will be used to transmit confirmed
assignments via HOFFMAN PROFS (enlisted only):
POSITION DATA

1-9 SSN
10-12 Gaining UIC
13-20 Report Date
21-27 Requisition Control & Serial Number
28—44 Additional instructions and remarks

g. The goal is that each soldier will have AI at E-120 days.
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h. The PSC/MPD publishing reassignment brders will use theappropriate Movement Designator Code specifiedlin AR 600-8-105,Table 1-2.
6. Deletions/Deferments. Soldiers inbound to ZSID may bedeleted or diverted by their respective PERSCOM career branchesif these soldiers will take the command strength above EDTM.Career branches will coordinate all proposed deletions or
deferments with Army Restructuring Branch which will, in turn,coordinate with Enlisted Assistance Branch, USARPAC, and 251D.

7. Enlistment/Reenlistment Contracts. Every effort will be madeto honor enlistment/reenlistment contracts. However,
reassignment actions required because of inactivations are not abasis for filing for an unfulfilled enlistment/reenlistment
agreement. Retention guidelines are at Appendix B.

8. Soldiers whose tours are curtailed through no fault or
request of their own for the convenience of the government willreceive credit for completing their tour. They will be awarded
new Date Returned from Overseas (DROS) IAW AR 614-30, Table 7-1.



ANNEX B

RETENTION/RECLASSIFICATION POLICIES AND GUIDANéE FOR
INACTIVATION OF 25TH INFANTRY DIVISION UNITS (ENLISTED ONLY)

1. General. The following guidelines have been developed to
determine how inactivation of ZSID units will impact soldiers'
enlistment and reenlistment contracts and reclassification
actions.
2. Enlistment contracts. Soldiers currently assigned to or on
assignment instructions to 25ID in excess of endstate EDTMfill targets, who are on enlistment agreements UP AR 601-210, may
be reassigned according to the needs of the Army.

3. Reenlistment contracts.
a. Soldiers currently assigned to inactivating units of

251D who must be reassigned before completing guaranteed periods
of stabilization UP AR 601-280 will be given their choice of
assignment to any other station in the major command if a vacancy
in rank and PMOS exists. If no vacancy exists at soldier's
desired station, reassignment will be according to the needs of
the Army.

b. A newly arriving soldier in 25ID on reenlistment
agreements UP AR 601-280, who will be excess to the needs of the
installation, WILL NOT sign in, inprocess or take delivery of
household goods. The soldier will be attached and the
installation retention office will coordinate with PERSCOM,
Reenlistment Management Branch (RMB) via RETAIN Hotline for
renegotiation of the reenlistment commitment.

c. Soldiers on assignment instructions to 251D on
reenlistment agreements UP AR 601-280 should be reported
immediately to the servicing retention activity.
Every effort will be made to fulfill reenlistment commitments.
If commitments cannot be honored, the servicing retention
activity will coordinate with PERSCOM, Retention Management
Division for renegotiation of their reenlistment commitment.

4. All requests for deletion of reenlistment instructions will
be forwarded to PERSCOM, RMB via RETAIN Hotline for posting to
EDAS through RETAIN.



5. Soldiers in inactivating units may reenlist up to 12 months
prior to ETS for the same options that are normally available at
the eight-month reenlistment window, provided they are otherwise
qualified. (Soldiers desiring to reenlist early must be advised
they will not be able to cash in leave and they will not maximize
any reenlistment bonus unless they reenlist within three months
of their ETS because bonus is paid for additional obligated
service.) Under this policy, soldiers are authorized
reenlistment as early as 12 months before ETS but not later than
three months prior to ETS. Soldiers other than Initial Termers
who have not reenlisted for an option of choice seven months
prior to EDATE are restricted to reenlistment under provision of
AR 601-280, Table F—l, Regular Army, or extension of enlistment
to meet the service remaining requirement for a PCS move.
However, when EDATE is already within seven (7) months of the
date of this MOI, the soldier will be given a minimum of 3O days
from the MOI date to select other options if otherwise qualified.
6. Retention NCOs attached to an inactivating unit will be
released from attachment and those who are surplus to
installation requirements will be reported to PERSCOM IAW Annex A
for reassignment based on the needs of the Army.

7. Retention NCOs should work closely with their PSNCOs to
monitor soldier status changes caused by retention actions.
8. Reclassification. 25ID soldiers who will be excess to the
installation and are awaiting reclassification training that
starts after their release date will be reported to the Field
Reclassification Authority, which will coordinate with PERSCOM,
Reclassification Management Branch via RETAIN Hotline message to
attempt to obtain an earlier class seat or assignment. These
soldiers may require temporary reassignment within the command.



ANNEX C

OFFICER PERSONNEL POLICIES AND GUIDANCE FOR INACTIVATION OF
25TH INFANTRY DIVISION UNITS

1. Purpose. This annex provides officer personnel policy and
guidance relevant to the inactivation of 25ID units and this
action's impact on officer personnel assignment/reassignment.

2. Effective immediately, all officer personnel replacement flow
to the 25ID will be limited to that necessary to maintain the
post-inactivation end state officer personnel strength as defined
by FY 96 ODP officer personnel support levels. The reductionwill be carefully engineered and coordinated with installation
and unit personnel managers to ensure readiness and to execute
the commander's officer personnel release plan.

3. The following policies are designed to minimize turbulence,
ensure responsiveness to the needs of the command, meet readiness
requirements, respond to Army-wide officer personnel
requirements, and meet the needs of the individual--professional
and personal.

a. Officer Personnel Management Directorate (OPMD) point of
contact for policy and operational matters (including waivers and
exception to policy requests is Management and Mobilization (MOB)
Branch (TAPc—OPD-M, DSN 221-7884).

b. OPMD career divisions are the point of contact for
individual by-name assignment instructions. Career divisions
will coordinate all individual assignment actions with OPMD,
Distribution Division (DD) and with the USARPAC AG. Final
disposition of officer assignments resides with Director, OPMD.

c. To the greatest extent possible, the USARPAC AG will
cross level officer personnel to fill unencumbered ODP
requirements.

d. Unless otherwise stated herein, Exceptional Family Member
Program (EFMP) and Married Army Couples Program (MACP)
considerations are honored to the greatest extent possible.

e. Inactivating 25ID units will not be C-S for personnel
until all National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requirements
are met.



f. DEROS will be honored to the greatest extent possible.
g. Officers on AI/RFO prior to EDATE will proceed on orders.
h. Officers may request release from active duty IAW AR635-100 or AR 635-120.

i. Assistance Secretary of the Army (M&RA)is the approvalauthority for reassignment of officers with less than 12 monthstime in service (TIS) remaining.
j. Officers awaiting above the zone promotion results arenot available for reassignment until the release of the boardresults.
k. Officers assigned for compassionate reasons will not beconsidered available for reassignment unless the reason isresolved.
l. All released for reassignment will proceed on individual

AI/RFo.

m. Colonels and lieutenant colonels with less than 12 monthsof CDPL command will be reslated for another command. Colonels
and lieutenant colonels who have completed 12 months of CDPL
command will be granted full command credit and made availablefor reassignment by PERSCOM.

n. PERSCOM will work closely with installation/unit
personnel to accommodate requests to retain officers who are notable to achieve branch qualification prior to inactivation(captain-12 months in command, 24 months for "second" command
designees; major-12 months in branch qualifying position).

o. Chief of Staff, Army policy regarding second commands forcaptains remains in effect. That policy limits second commands
to division HHCs, HHCs of heavy maneuver battalions (Ml/M2), and
Long Range Surveillance Detachments.

p. Reassignable branch detailed officers who have 12 or more
months remaining in their detailed branch will be reassigned intheir detailed branch. If a reassignable, detailed officer hasless than 12 months remaining in the detail branch he/she willattend basic branch transition course enroute to a basic branch
assignment.



4. USARPAC Responsibilities. USARPAC AG will provide PERSCOM a
by-name roster detailing the Commander's time-phased release
plan. This roster will be in data base or EXCEL spreadsheet
format conveyed in a datadisc (3.5 or 5.25) and forwarded to CDR,
PERSCOM, OPMD, Distribution Division (TAPC-OPD-O) ATTN: LTC
BROWN. Format is: NAME, SSAN, GRADE, BRANCH, BRANCH DETAIL Y/N,
DATE ARRIVED INSTALLATION, EFMP Y/N, MACP Y/N SPOUSE ASSIGNED TO
INACTIVATION UNIT Y/N, AVAILABILITY DATE FOR REASSIGNMENT,
REQUIRES WAIVER Y/N. Subsequent updates are submitted every 30
days or sooner if required. Updates will be electronically
forwarded via fax (DSN 221-7254) or PROFS AEDDClA (BROWNW).Initial roster is required 28 FEB 95 (10 working days after
PERSCOM team visit).



TIMELINE
(MONTHS)

E-12

E-12

ANNEX D

UNIT INACTIVATION MILESTONES (Non-BRAC)

m
DECISION TO
INACTIVATE

REVIEW HAAPS TO
INSTALLATION

DETERMINE RESIDUAL
MISSIONS

DETERMINE DISPOSI-
OF EACH SUB-UNIT

FENCE UNIT

ADJUST REPLACEMENT
FLOW

PUBLISH INACTIV
ORDER

CUT OFF REPLACEMENT
FLOW INTO UNIT

INITIATE VOL SEPA-
RATION ACTIONS

SUBMIT ANY PERS
DEFERMENT REQUESTS
TO TAPC-EPS-A/
TAPC-OPD-M

SUBMIT NAMES OF
SOLDIERS WHO NEED AI
OR RFO TO TAPC-EPS-A/
TAPC-OPD-M

IDENTIFY EFMP, MACP
& SCHOOLING NEEDS

REQUEST PCS WAIVERS

ACTION PROPONENT DATE COMPL

HQDA

EPMD CAREER
DIVS & TAPC-OPD-O

UNIT, INSTL,
& MACOM

TAPc-Eps-A

TAPc-Eps-A/

TAPc-OPD~0/
TAPc—EPs-A/C/s

MACOM

TAPc—OPD-O/
TAPc-EPs-A/C/s

UNIT & INSTL

INSTALLATION

INSTALLATION

INSTALLATION

INSTALLATION



TIMELINE
{MONTHS}

E-4

EDATE

E+2

E+3

NOTE: Timing may be compressed based on time between

UNIT INACTIVATION MILESTONES (NOn-BRAC)

m
ISSUE AI & RFO

TRANSFER RESIDUAL
FORCE TO NON-
INACTIVATING UIC

INACTIVATE UIC

LIFT FENCE

ACTION PROPONENT

EPMD/0PMD
CAREER DIvs

LOSING UNIT

INSTALLATION UICIO

TAPC-EPS-A

inactivation announcement and EDATE.

DATE COMPL
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UNCLASSIHED

PERSCOM VISIT MILESTONES

(1) 194th AR BDE Knox 23 JAN 95 COMPLHED

(2) 25th ID Hawaii» 12-1 4 FEB 95 COMPLETED

(3) 1st ID (Mach) Riley** s~3 FEB 95 COMPLETED

(4) 4th ID (Mach) Oarson** 1s FEB 95 COMPLETED

(5) 4—11 FA BDE Lewis 27 FEB-1 MAR 95 WORKING

(5) 42d PA BDE Polk** 13 FEB 95 COMPLETED
’

(7) 35th AD BDE Lewis 27 FEB-1 MAP 95 WORKING

(a) 108th AD BDE Polk“ 12-1 4 FEB 95 COMPLETED

(9) 3ACP Bliss** 5-8 MAR 95 WORKING

(1o) 31 AD BDE Hood 9 FEB 95 COMPLETED

“NOTE: PERSCOM WILL VISIT THESE INSTALLATIONS ONCE A QUARTER

—"
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UNCLASSIFIED

l
KEY STATIONING/RESTRUCTURING ACTIONS FY 95-97
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UNCLASSIFIED_ 194TH AR BDE
|

INACTIVATION ACTIVITIES
CONFIRMED INACTIVATION UIC’S AND EDATES WITH FC AND FI' KNOX

.FENCED UNITS (941 2)

ESTABLISHED DML/OPDB FOR INACTVATION AND ENDSTATE UNITS

ESTABLISHED DML/OPDB FOR END STATE UNITS

DIVERTED 168 ENLISTED SOLDIERS AWAY FROM FI' KNOX PER FT KNOX REQUEST (9501)

ADDITIONAL AITs DIVERTED
- 13B = 2
- 13E = 1

- 190 = 9
- 19K = 25

PERSCOM VISIT CONDUCTED 23 JAN TO FORT KNOX

PUBLISHED MOI 30 JAN 95

PERSCOM PROCESSED FI' KNOX REQUEST FOR DELETION/DEFERMENTS TO SPT INACTIVATIONS

AWAITING COMMANDER’S RELEASE PLAN-—— PERSCOM UNCLAssIFIED

LASTLPDA'IE:2m“



UNCLASSIFIED

INACTIVATION ACTIVITIES

CONFIRMED UICS AND EDATES

FENCED INACTIVATING UNITS (9501)

ESTABLISHED DMLs/OPDBS FOR INACTIVATING UNIT

PUBLISHED MOI 13 FEB 95

PERSCOM VISIT CONDUCTED 1 1-14 FEB 95 TO HAWAII

\\\\\\

AITS DIVERTED:
- 11B = 242
- 13B = 62
- 13E = 6
- 13F = 45

J AWAITING COMMANDER’S RELEASE PLAN

‘——— PERSCOM

L _ _25TH ID
|

UNCLASSIFIED

LAST UPDATED:a EBN



UNCLASSIFIED

|
1ST ID

|

INACTIVATION ACTIVITIES
\

CONFIRMED INACTIVATING UICS AND EDATES WITH FC AND FI' RILEY

FENCED INACTIVATING UNITS 9501

ESTABLISHED DMLs/OPDBS FOR INACTIVATION/ENDSTATE UNITS

PERSCOM VISIT CONDUCTED 6-8 FEB 95

MOI TO BE PUBLISHED NLT 28 FEB 95

AWAITING COMMANDER’S RELEASE PLAN

PERSCOM UNCLASSIFIED



UNCLASSIFIED

|
4T_H ID

|

INACTIVATION ACTIVITIES

10TH GRP MOVE FROM FI' DEVENS IN PROGRESS

CONFIRMED INACTIVATING UICS AND EDATES WITH FC AND FI' CARSON

FENCED INACTIVATING UNITS 9501

ESTABLISHED DMLs/OPDBs FOR INACTIVATING UNITS

\\\\\

PERSCOM VISIT CONDUCTED 12-14 FEB TO FI' CARSON

° DEVELOPING MOI

' WORKING 3D ACR MOVE FROM FI' BLISS

° AWAITING COMMANDER’S RELEASE PLAN

PERSCOM UNCLASSIFIED

LAST LPDATED:
16 FEB 95



UNCLASSIFIED

31 st AD BDE UNIT MOVE ACTIVITIES
(HOOD To BLISS)

J CONFIRMED EDATE/UIc

FENCE UNITS (9606)

ESTABLISHED DERIVITIVE UICs

DEVELOPING MOI

CUTOFF/DIVERT ADA MOSS

PERSCOM

FORT HOOD I

UNCLASSIFIED

LASTLPDATE:16M“



UNCLASSIFIED

FORT POLK I

INACTIVATION ACTIVITIES

.42 FA BDE (INACTIVATION)
JCONFIRMED EDATE/UICs
JFENCED UNITS 9412
/PROCESSED WAIVERs
JPERSCOM VISIT CONDUCTED 12-14 FEB 95
JDIVERTED INBOUNDs

Jess
/1ac
J39F
/133

-c0MMANDER’s RELEASE PLAN

.108TH AD BDE (UNIT MOVE To BLISS)
JCONFIRMED EDATE/UICS
° FENCED UNITS
° ESTABLISHED DERAVITIVE UICs
-WORKING MOI
PERSCOM UNCLASSIFIED

LAST UPDATED:
7 FEB 95



UNCLASSIFIED

FORT LEWIS
RESTRUCTURING ACTIVITIES

.3-11 FA/85 on co (INACTIVATIONS)
/C0NFIRMED EDATES/UICs
JFENCED UNITS (9412)
JADJUSTED FLOW OF 13B PERSONNEL INTO LEWIS
JAWAITING COMMANDER’S RELEASE PLAN
°VISIT SCHEDULED 27 FEB-1 MAR 95
'WORKING INACTIVATION MOI

~35TH AD BDE (UNIT MOVE TO BLISS)
~ESTABLISHED DERIVATIVE UIC
°WORKING GENERIC UNIT MOVE MOI
'CONFIRMED EDATE/UICs
- VISIT SCHEDULED 27 FEB-1 MAR 95

PERSCOM

___I

UNCLASSIFIED

LASTLPDA‘IE:aw



UNCLASSIFIEDL FORTSILL—J
RESTRUCTURING ACTIVITIES

0 CONFIRMED ACTIONS/EDATES -

.
'3-17 FA BN INACTIVATE
- 225 MAINT C0 INACTIVATE
- 4-27 FA (MLRS) UNIT MOVE
- 2-18 FA CONVERT TO MLRS (FORCE MOD)
- 5-18 FA CONVERT TO MLRS (FORCE MOD)

° FENCED UNITS

0 DIVERTED GAINS ‘

° ESTABLISHED DERIVITIVE UICs AT GAINING INSTALLATION

0 IDENTIFIED MOVERS/NONMOVERS

° * MOVE BEGINS IN MAY 95 FROM EUROPE

9509
9509
9509*
9506
9603

PERSCOM UNCLASSIFIED

LAST LPDATE:
n EBM



UNCLASSIFIEDL
0 CONFIRMED EDATE

° 3D ACR

FORT BLISS I
RESTRUCTURING ACTIVITIES

MOVE TO CARSON

- AWAITING MOVEMENT SCHEDULE FOR SUBORDINATE ELEMENTS

' FENCED UNITS

- DIVERTED GAINS

0 ESTABLISHED DERIVITIVE Ule AT GAINING INSTALLATION

° IDENTIFIED MOVERS/NONMOVERS

A8YAA

PERSCOM UNCLASSIFIED

LASTLPDATEaw



UNCLASSIFIED

L

PERSCOM

1ST ARMY I

UNIT INACTIVATION ACTIVITIES

JCONFIRMED EDATE - 9509
- HQ 1ST ARMY INACTIVATES 9509 (OGXAA)

JFENCED UNIT 9412

- NO GAINS TO DIVERT

- NO PCS WAIVERS REQUIRED

0 REQUESTED INACTIVATION ORDER - NOT RECEIVED

- AR 5-10 PACKET SUBMITTED - NOT APPROVED

UNCLASSIFIED

LASTLPDATED:
7 EB“



UNCLASSIFIED

ACTIVITIES
JCONFIHMED EDATES - 9509

-Ho 6TH ARMY INACTIVATE
- 6TH ARMY BAND INACTIVATE
- one TEAM MOVE To LEWIS
- ARG MOVE To LEWIS
- RG MOVE To (rBD)

° FENCED UNITS - 9501

' DIVERTED GAINS - 9501 -9502

9509
9509
9507
9507
9508

0 ESTABLISHED DERIVITIVE UICsAT GAINING INSTALLATION - 9502

0 IDENTIFIED MOVERS/NONMOVERS
-WAIVER SCRUBS BEING WORKED BY 6TH ARMY DCSPER

° SUBMITTED AR 5-10 PACKET; APPROVAL PENDING

- REQUESTED MOVEMENT/INACTIVATION ORDERS; ISSUE PENDING

0 MPs STAY UNTIL 950929

6TH ARMY I
BASE CLOSURE/UNIT INACTIVATION

0G2AA
CSAAA
49T21 -49T29
4MWB1
4MWB7

PERSCOM UNCLASSIFIED

LASTMATE:
7 EBH


